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Decentralized spatial computing

unique root can simply broadcast a “tree” message with its identity to all its
neighbors. When a neighbor hears a tree message for the first time, it can
then store the identity of the sending node. This sending node then becomes
the unique “parent” for that node: the next node on the (unique) path to
the root. The receiving node then rebroadcasts the tree message with its
own identifier. Nodes that hear a second or subsequent tree message simply
ignore it. Protocol 4.7 provides a decentralized algorithm for establishing a
rooted tree.
Protocol 4.7. Establishing a rooted tree.
Restrictions: N B; identifier function id : V → N
State Trans. Sys.: ({root, idle, done}, {(root, done), (idle, done)})
Initialization: One node in state root, all other nodes in state idle
˚ := −1
Local data: parent : V → N ∪ {−1}, initialized parent
root
Spontaneously
broadcast (tree, ˚
id)
become done
idle
Receiving (tree, i)
˚ := i
set parent
broadcast (tree, ˚
id)
become done

#Broadcast root identifier

#Store parent id
#Broadcast node identifier

The protocol requires one designated root node, initialized in state root.
The local data to the algorithm is a function parent : V → N ∪ {−1},
˚ := −1. Thus, for a node v, parent(v) < 0
initialized for each node to parent
indicates that the node has no parent (i.e., it is either the root, or has not
yet received a tree message). For a non-root node v, following the receipt
of a tree message from a node v 0 , the node will store parent(v) := i where
i = id(v 0 ).
Protocol 4.7 has overall communication complexity Θ(|V |) and optimal
load balance Θ(1) both for messages sent and received. With the exception
of the root node (which sends one message and receives zero messages), each
node sends exactly one message and receives exactly one message. Thus, the
basic algorithm for establishing a rooted tree is relatively efficient. Fig. 4.4
provides an example of a spatial sequence diagram for Protocol 4.7.
From an adversarial perspective, Protocol 4.7 can make no guarantees
about the structure of the overlay network, beyond it being a tree. Because
nodes adopt as their parent the first neighbor to send a tree message, it is
likely that delays to sending, receiving, and processing messages will lead to
relatively long routes (both in terms of number of hops and total geographic
distance over which nodes are transmitted) being established between some

